Impact of middle range energy electron precipitations on polar winter ozone losses
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Abstract. In this paper we present the study of polar winter atmospheric response to middle range energy electron precipitations. We analyse the variability of the odd nitrogen group NOx, hydrogen group HOx in the polar winter atmosphere and estimate the ozone (O3) depletion caused by the middle range energy electron precipitations. For the study we exploit 1-D radiative-convective model with interactive neutral and ion chemistry. Ionization rates induced by middle-energy electrons were taken from the CMIP6 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6) solar forcing dataset. The atmospheric response to ionization rates induced by middle-energy electrons during polar night consists of increase of mesospheric HOx by 0.1-0.4 ppbv and NOx by 10-90 ppbv, driving ozone losses up to 5% over zonal band of about 75°NH.

Introduction

Energetic electrons are accelerated in the terrestrial magnetosphere and magnetotail during auroral substorms and geomagnetic storms and then precipitate into the atmosphere at high latitudes [e.g., 1]. Primary collision processes with the most abundant species N2, O2, and O lead to the formation of nitric oxides primarily in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (65—150 km) and initiate ion and neutral chemistry reactions affecting many other trace gases [2]. Nitric oxides can be transported down into the stratosphere below 45 km altitude in large-scale downward motions over polar latitudes during winter, and destroy ozone there in catalytic cycles [3, 4]. Ozone plays major role in radiative heating and cooling of the middle atmosphere. Therefore, ozone changes directly affect stratospheric temperatures and start a chain of dynamical coupling mechanisms alternating atmospheric temperatures and circulation over large areas down to the troposphere [5,6,7].

The impact of ionization rates induced by energetic particles of different origin on parameters of polar atmosphere, chemical composition of the atmosphere and dynamics was extensively evaluated during last decades [e.g., 8-15].

In the framework of CMIP6 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6) several scenarios of the forcing from energetic particle precipitations were developed [16]. The ionization rates caused by MEEP (middle range energy electrons precipitation from 30 keV
to 1 MeV) were parameterized as a function of geomagnetic activity indices using the POES satellite data [17].

In this paper we show the importance of MEE for chemical composition of the polar winter atmosphere using the results of 1-D radiative-convective model with interactive neutral and ion chemistry considering ionization rates induced by MEEP.

**Materials And Method**

The investigation is performed with the 1-D radiative-convective model with interactive neutral and ion chemistry (RCMC). The RCMC was developed at PMOD/WRC [18, 19]. The model consists of the radiation, chemistry, convective adjustment, and vertical diffusion modules. The atmosphere is divided into 40 layers that extend from the ground to 100 km. The input solar spectrum covers the wavelength range from 121 to 750 nm and is divided into 73 intervals. The model computes the temperature profile and the distribution of 43 neutral chemical species of the oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon, chlorine, and bromine groups and 48 ions (31 positive and 17 negative). The chemical module also treats ion chemistry as described in [20]. The chemical solver utilizes the implicit iterative Newton-Raphson scheme [21]. The vertical turbulent transport of long-lived species was calculated using typical annual mean values of the vertical eddy diffusion coefficients. The atmospheric ionization rates induced by MEEP (an input parameter in RCMC) are taken from CMIP6 solar forcing dataset [16]. All runs are executed for 28 winter day with MEEP during February of 2013. All experiments are started from the same initial atmospheric conditions for polar winter night. The reason for choosing winter season for investigation of MEEP atmospheric effects is based on previous obtained results that show stronger effects [e.g., 22, 23].

**Results**

The ionization rates during February of 2013 are shown in Figure 1. The enhanced ionization from the energetic particles precipitation locates in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere, with the highest ionization rates between 67 km and 87 km for strong MEEP (middle-energy electron precipitation).

![Fig. 1. Ionization rates induced by MEEP during February of 2013.](image_url)

Figures 2-4 show results simulated by RCMC driven by MEEP forcing. Figure 2 shows NOx production after MEEP, when responses are most pronounced. The top panel demonstrates the NOx concentration response. As can be seen, increasing ionization rates (IR) leads to more intensive NOx production. During 5, 8 February and 21, 24 February, when IR were increased by up to 10 times (see Fig. 1), NOx production at the next day after MEEP is maximized. The increase of NOx mixing ratio due to MEEP usually varies between 10 and 100 ppbv. These values are smaller than after solar proton events (SPE), when the magnitude of NOx increase can reach 100-1000 ppbv [8].
Fig. 2. NOx production after MEEP. The top panel - NOx production for each day of February 2013. The bottom panel – results of superposed epoch analysis where the key day – days of MEEP.

The bottom panel of Figure 2 show results of superposed epoch analysis where as key day were taken 28 days of MEEP. Here one can see strong NOx increase in altitudinal range about 65 km -87 km. MEEP diffusion transfer, or MEEP direct effect driving to NOx production can be important into polar night atmosphere up to one month.

Fig. 3. HOx production after MEEP.
The top panel - HOx production for each day of February 2013. The bottom panel – results of superposed epoch analysis where the key days – days of MEEP.
Figure 3 illustrates HOx production caused by MEEP. The top panel increasing ionizations rates (IR) provide NOx production more intensive. At Fig.1 one can see that IR increasing in order, during 5, 8 February and 21, 24 February, lead to maximum of HOx production at the next day after MEEP. HOx production due to MEEP is confined to 57 km -77 km region. Unlike NOx, HOx increase varies between 2 and 6 ppbv, see Figure 3. For winter season it is typical situation due to atmospheric conditions without UV-radiation. But these low values are large enough to increase ozone losses by about 5 % in the upper mesosphere. Like as NOx, HOx production by MEEP induced ionization rates. The bottom panel of Figure 3 show results of superposed epoch analysis where as key days were taken 28 days of MEEP. It shows that HOx content increase is the most pronounced in the altitudinal range about 62 km -80 km.

Figure 4 shows ozone losses after MEEP in 57 km - 77 km layer. In Figure 4 ozone losses reach up to -5% under MEEP influence. A peaks of ozone losses correspond to days of maximal NOx and HOx production. Maximum altitude for ozone loss is about 70 km - 75 km.

**Conclusion**

The response of polar winter atmosphere to middle-energy electron precipitation is investigated using 1-D radiative-convective model with interactive neutral and ion
chemistry. The simulated results show increase of mesospheric HOx by 0.1-0.4 ppbv and NOx by 10-90 ppbv driving ozone losses up to 5% over zonal band of about 75° NH.
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